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The Ezybox II is the world’s �rst softbox designed to �t studio �ash, battery 
operated �ashguns and the Elinchrom Ranger Quadra RX. The Ezybox II 
enables the photographer to carry one softbox which �ts all their lighting 
kit, switching from one to another using simple connectors, without 
making any adjustments to the softbox itself. Ezybox II softboxes feature 
an inner and outer di�user producing a maximum light reduction of two 
stops. The Ezybox II Square softbox is our lightest softbox ever. Fast to 
assemble, the softbox simply pops open and is secured using two support 
rods and our unique Ezybox II softbox frame. The Ezybox II Square is 
available in three sizes; small, medium and large, and simply requires the 
correct connection kit depending on your chosen light source(s). Ezybox II 
Square is available in three sizes 45x45, 60x60 and 90x90 cm.

The Ezybox II is the world's �rst softbox designed to �t studio �ash, battery 
operated �ashguns and the Elinchrom Ranger Quadra RX. Designed for  
modern day photographers who shoot with studio �ash and battery �ash, 
the Ezybox II enables them to carry one softbox which �ts all their lighting 
kit and switches from one to the other using simple connectors. Ezybox II 
softboxes feature an inner and outer di�user producing a maximum light 
reduction of two stops. Lastolite Ezybox II Octa available in two sizes 80 
cm and 102 cm.

The Ezybox II is the world's �rst softbox designed to �t studio �ash, battery 
operated �ashguns and the Elinchrom Ranger Quadra RX. Designed for  
modern day photographers who shoot with studio �ash and battery �ash, 
the Ezybox II enables them to carry one softbox which �ts all their lighting 
kit and switches from one to the other using simple connectors. Ezybox II 
softboxes feature an inner and outer di�user producing a maximum light 
reduction of two stops.
The Switch is the world’s �rst softbox which utilises a simple zip system to 
enable switching from a square to a rectangular format. The softbox pops 
open and is secured using two support rods and our unique Ezybox II 
softbox frame. Available in two sizes, all that is required is the correct 
connection kit depending on your chosen light source(s). Ezybox II Switch 
is available in two sizes 89x44cm - 89x89cm and 117x44cm - 117x90cm.
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We present new universal set of softboxes
Lastolite - Ezybox II. Softboxes are square, octagonal and
those with variable geometry. All have the same
on which are mounted three di�erent types of lighting.
- For Speedlights
- For studio lighting
- For Elinchrom Quadra Ranger RX


